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The Revolution redefined and reshaped economic freedom. Slavery was only one of many kinds of unfree 

labor in colonial America, but after the revolution the decline of indentured servitude and apprenticeship, 

and the transformation of paid domestic service into a job for black and white women, made unfree labor 

for white men increasingly rare. As wage labor became more common, and as republican citizenship 

seemed more and more incompatible with the restraints of apprenticeship and indentured servitude, more 

white men insisted on economic freedom. By 1800, when indentured servitude had virtually ceased to 

exist in America, a distinction had hardened between freedom and slavery and a northern economy based 

on “free labor” (working for a wage or owning a farm or shop) and a southern economy based on slave 

labor.

By the Revolution, slavery was entrenched in every American colony. Nearly every founding father, north 

and south, owned slaves at some point. When writing of man’s unalienable right to liberty in the 

Declaration of Independence, Thomas Jefferson owned more than 100 slaves, all of whom made possible 

his pursuit of leisure and arts and sciences. Some patriots argued that slavery for blacks allowed freedom 

for whites, by removing the dependent poor from the political nation and giving white men economic 



independence. Thomas Jefferson, in his Notes on the State of Virginia, published in 1785, claimed that blacks, 

because of their nature and experience of slavery, were disloyal to America, and he speculated that blacks were 

inherently inferior to whites. While he believed that Indians might have the capacity to become as civilized as 

whites, he did not believe blacks naturally had this capacity. While hoping for the end of slavery and opposing 

the slave trade, he also supported colonization, or the idea that blacks, once freed from slavery, could never fully 

be part of America, and should be colonized in Africa or other parts of the Western Hemisphere. In his 

ambivalent approach to race and slavery, Jefferson reflected the thinking of his generation.
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The status of free blacks in the early republic was ambiguous. The Constitution did not initially define who 

are citizens of the United States, so individual states defined the boundaries of freedom. In some states, 

North and South, free blacks had some rights, including the right to vote. But the vast majority of blacks 

were enslaved, and slaves were not considered members of the nation or fully eligible for citizenship if 

free.

Early immigration policy shows that Americans excluded blacks from their conception of who was an 

American. The Naturalization Act, passed by Congress in 1790, first defined American nationality by 

allowing only “free white persons” to emigrate and become citizens. Although some believe that this law 

initiated an “open immigration” policy, the word “white” in the law excluded the majority of mankind from 

coming to America and becoming citizens.
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8000 plantations with 50 or more slaves (tens of acres to tens of 1000s of acres)

88 families – more than 300 slaves

1 family with over 1000 slaves
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The stereotypical image of a “Sambo” was that of a lazy, easy going, childlike, irresponsible, helpless, 

uncontrollably smiling, shiftless, dancing, and senseless singing slave who was content with his life as a 

servant. 

Slaves also used the “Sambo” stereotype to their advantage by appearing to be “stupid” to elude 

punishments once subtle forms of resistance were revealed to their masters. 

As mentioned by some historians, slave masters would often complain that slaves had little intelligence 

and that they could barely complete a day’s work. Slave masters also complained that slaves were 

incapable of comprehending or remembering orders. 
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1. pretending to be sick in order to lessen the workload.

2. Some slaves would make themselves vomit while complaining of stomach pains. 

3. Others would pretend to suffer from food poisoning in which they would become delirious and dizzy. 

4. Some female slaves even pretended to be pregnant in order to be assigned light work duty. 

5. Slaves often destroyed property like crops and tools. 

6. They organized work slowdowns in the fields. 
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Despite differences between African-American cultures, all were linked by the experience of slavery and 
hopes for freedom. The most common form of slave resistance was to run away, and in some colonies 
fugitive slaves found it easy to assume the identity of a free black individual. Much less common were 
slave uprisings. The first occurred in New York in 1712, in which a group of slaves burned buildings, killed 
whites who arrived, and were later executed, some being tortured and burned alive as a warning to the 
city’s slave population. Imperial wars in the 1730s and 1740s opened the door for slave resistance in 
Louisiana and the West Indies.

In 1739, the War of Jenkins’ Ear, between England and Spain, prompted a group of South Carolina slaves 
to seize arms at Stono. They marched toward the safety of Spanish Florida, which offered security to 
escaped British slaves, killing whites and shouting “Liberty!” as they went. The Stono Rebellion was 
crushed by colonial militia, and led to the tightening of South Carolina’s slave laws.

In 1741, in New York City, a panic induced by a series of fires led to rumors that slaves were planning to 
mount a rebellion with white allies and turn the city over to the Spanish. More than 150 blacks and a few 
whites were arrested, and 34 people, including four whites, were executed.



Prosser Rebellion "First Major Slave Insurrection" August 30, 1800 

1. Took the words of the Ded. Of Ind, and the American Revolution seriously

2. named Gabriel who was owned by Virginian Thomas Prosser. 

3. He was strongly influenced by the Biblical example of the Jews' flight for freedom as well as the 1790 slave 

revolution in Saint Domingue (Haiti). 

4. The end of the 18th century saw an increased freedom of movement for America's slaves; the accompanying 

increased interaction between the blacks and whites seemed to indicate that both races were becoming 

accustomed to their roles of master and servant

5. In the spring and summer of 1800, 25-year-old Prosser laid plans for a slave uprising; his goal was to make 

himself king of an independent black state carved out of Virginia. 

6. His plan called for an attack on Richmond in which the slaves would seize the arsenal and kill all the white 

people except Quakers, Methodists, and Frenchmen, all of whom Prosser considered "friendly to liberty". 

7. The relaxation of slave controls of the time gave Prosser opportunities to associate with other slaves and 

gather recruits for his plan. 

8. Gabriel's army, estimated at about 1,000 slaves, gathered six miles outside Richmond on the night of August 

30, 1800; they might have succeeded in their initial goals had a violent rainstorm not washed away bridges 

and flooded the roads. Before the insurrectionists could reorganize and reassemble, a black informer 

revealed the plan to white authorities. Upon orders from Gov. James Monroe, the state militia rounded up 

suspected slaves and put them on trial. Prosser and about 34 of his followers were convicted and hanged. 

9. greatly alarmed white Americans and resulted in a tightening of controls. 

10.New regulations greatly curtailed slaves' freedom of movement, and many states enacted laws that made 

educating slaves illegal. 

Denmark Vesey
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1. Slave in Charleston, SC

2. Bought freedom after winning a city lottery (1500) – worked as a carpenter

3. Inspired by the revolutionary spirit and actions of slaves during the 1791 Haitian Revolution, and 

4. furious at the closing of the African Church, Vesey began to plan a slave rebellion. 

5. His insurrection, which was to take place on Bastille Day, July 14, 1822, became known to thousands of 

blacks throughout Charleston and along the Carolina coast. 

6. The plot called for Vesey and his group of slaves and free blacks to slay their owners and temporarily seize 

the city of Charleston. 

7. planned to sail to Haiti to escape retaliation. 

8. Two slaves opposed to Vesey's scheme leaked the plot. Charleston authorities charged 131 men with 

conspiracy. In total, 67 men were convicted and 35 hanged, including Denmark Vesey.
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Nat Turner (Nathaniel Turner, October 2, 1800 – November 11, 1831) 

1. led the slave rebellion that resulted in the most fatalities in the antebellum southern United States. 

2. Virginia. 

3. His methodical slaughter of white civilians during the uprising makes his legacy controversial.

•Nat started with a few trusted fellow slaves. 

•traveled from house to house, freeing slaves and killing all the white people they found. 

•The rebels ultimately included more than 50 enslaved and free blacks.

•initially used knives, hatchets, axes, and blunt instruments instead of firearms. 

•killed a total of 60 white men, women and children.

•They spared a few homes "because Turner believed the poor white inhabitants 'thought no better of 

themselves than they did of negroes.'"
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•rebellion was suppressed within 48 hours,

• but Nat eluded capture until October 30 when he was discovered hiding in a hole covered with fence rails and 

then taken to court. 

•On November 5, 1831, Nat was tried, convicted, and sentenced to death. He was hanged on November 11 in 

Jerusalem, Virginia, now known as Courtland, Virginia. His body was then flayed, beheaded and quartered.

•A rebellion of white slaveholders in response killed 200 slaves
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A pidgin is a simplified language that develops as a means of communication between two or more 

groups that do not have a language in common, in situations such as trade. Pidgins are not the native 

language of any speech community, but are instead learned as second languages.

The Gullah language

•spoken by the Gullah people (also called "Geechees"),

•living on the Sea Islands and the coastal region of the U.S. states of South Carolina and Georgia.

•Gullah is based on English, with strong influences from West and Central African languages
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